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Home Style and Washington Work
First published in 1971, Rules for Radicals is Saul Alinsky's impassioned counsel to
young radicals on how to effect constructive social change and know “the
difference between being a realistic radical and being a rhetorical one.” Written in
the midst of radical political developments whose direction Alinsky was one of the
first to question, this volume exhibits his style at its best. Like Thomas Paine before
him, Alinsky was able to combine, both in his person and his writing, the intensity
of political engagement with an absolute insistence on rational political discourse
and adherence to the American democratic tradition. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Personality Style at Work: The Secret to Working with (Almost)
Anyone
Offers a sustained meditation on the role of interruption in modernity. This book
departs from and elaborates an important but overlooked dimension of Walter
Benjamin's discourse: the question of style as it bears upon temporality and
spatiality. This work suggests that the time has come to revise existing paradigms.

Details Men's Style Manual
The book reveals the strengths and weaknesses of four different people styles,
providing practical techniques that work both on the job and off. Now including all
new chapters on personal relationships, parenting, and more.
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The Truth About Winning at Work (Collection)
"[B]ecause of the thoroughness of the literature reviews and the comprehensive
coverage of the chapter topics, [this book] should be required reading for any
scholar working in related areas of personality or intelligence."--PsycCRITIQUES
ìThis book is a masterly attempt to bring order and cohesion to a field that for
many years has been riven with claims and counterclaims. The editors and authors
are to be congratulated for addressing a very complex task so helpfully.î John
Biggs, PhD Honorary Professor of Psychology University of Hong Kong ìIf you are
interested in intellectual stylesópeopleís preferred ways of processing
informationóthen this book belongs on your bookshelf.î Richard E. Mayer, PhD
Professor of Psychology University of California, Santa Barbara ìFor more than half
a century, the construct of styleówhether designated as cognitive, thinking or
learningóhas been in or out of fashion in the history of psychology and education.
The editors of the present Handbook have invigorated the style construct in the
form of intellectual styles, and have brought together a distinguished international
panel of chapter authors who offer up-to-date surveys of the assessment,
development, correlates, and educational and organizational applications of
intellectual styles. For those seeking to familiarize themselves with current theory
and research in an intellectually exciting field, the present Handbook is essential.î
Nathan Kogan, PhD Professor Emeritus, Department of Psychology New School for
Social Research, New York, NY The concept of intellectual styles has had a
controversial history based on diverse philosophical and theoretical foundations.
Most recently, the idea of intellectual stylesóan umbrella term that covers such
closely related constructs as ìcognitive styles,î ìlearning styles,î ìteaching styles,î
and ìthinking stylesîóhas gained momentum as an explanation for why different
people succeed in different professional and organizational settings. Previously, it
was thought that high-achievers simply had more innate abilities than their less
successful peers, but research has shown that individuals have different
intellectual styles that are better suited for varying types of contexts and
problems. Based on the most current and expansive research, this handbook is the
first to provide a comprehensive review of research on the construct of intellectual
style, from its foundations and development, to its relations to allied constructs, its
roles in school and job performance, its applications in various populations, and its
future.. This understanding of intellectual styles as a valid concept for both
individuals and groups has far-reaching implications for researchers in crosscultural psychology, multicultural education, organizational behavior and work
performance, and many other academic disciplines, as well as practitioners in
education and beyond. Key Features: Provides a comprehensive review of
intellectual styles from multiple perspectives Written for students and scholars in
diverse academic arenas, as well as practitioners in education and other fields
Includes contributions from researchers from diverse disciplines, such as
psychology, business, education, and health sciences

Style Bible
In his New York Times bestseller Steal Like an Artist, Austin Kleon showed readers
how to unlock their creativity by “stealing” from the community of other movers
and shakers. Now, in an even more forward-thinking and necessary book, he shows
how to take that critical next step on a creative journey—getting known. Show Your
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Work! is about why generosity trumps genius. It’s about getting findable, about
using the network instead of wasting time “networking.” It’s not self-promotion, it’s
self-discovery—let others into your process, then let them steal from you. Filled
with illustrations, quotes, stories, and examples, Show Your Work! offers ten
transformative rules for being open, generous, brave, productive. In chapters such
as You Don’t Have to Be a Genius; Share Something Small Every Day; and Stick
Around, Kleon creates a user’s manual for embracing the communal nature of
creativity— what he calls the “ecology of talent.” From broader life lessons about
work (you can’t find your voice if you don’t use it) to the etiquette of sharing—and
the dangers of oversharing—to the practicalities of Internet life (build a good
domain name; give credit when credit is due), it’s an inspiring manifesto for
succeeding as any kind of artist or entrepreneur in the digital age.

Understanding Yourself and Others
Presents a strategic approach to identifying, refining, and expressing personal
style and building the ideal wardrobe to match it, with every day style and
shopping strategies.

Out of Office
Social Style/management Style
Work where you want, when you want! Want the flexibility to work outside the
office? It’s not all “peaches and cream”! There are real pitfalls, real tradeoffs, real
hassles. But there are also real solutions. Whether you’re freelancing,
telecommuting, or workshifting, this up-to-the-minute guide will help you anticipate
every challenge—and overcome them! Simon Salt shares the experiences of
dozens of people who’ve customized successful out-of-office work arrangements
for virtually every imaginable job and industry. Discover what it takes to run a
successful meeting from a coffee shop…manage a Skype call from 35,000 feet
aloft…juggle your family’s demands while you’re working at home…set limits, and
make technology serve you, instead of enslaving you! Make a clear-eyed decision
about whether out-of-office work makes sense Set up a workspace where you can
be happy and productive Establish the right boundaries—both personal and
physical Maximize your productivity in airports, hotels, airplanes, and trains Keep
your work secure and private, wherever you go Stay fully connected and “top of
mind” with your colleagues Work with remote teams to build your own personal
business Get the job done without working 24x7 (and even take vacations!)
www.outofofficesuccess.com

Representational Style in Congress
Corporate diversity programs often fail because of resistance in workplace culture.
The author sets out an approach to real change by analysing the role of
organisational cultures in marginalising women workers. Based on academic
research, case studies and interviews, the author presents a new model for
changing organisational culture
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People Styles at Work
We are all born with an innate desire to creatively express the essence of who we
are. This desire is embedded into our soul, a gift at birth, our own Northern Star in
a galaxy full of the unknown. Your physical setting can either hamper or inspire
this creative calling. Known for her eclectic style and helping others see the
possibility within themselves, their homes, and personal style, Desha Peacock
offers you tips on designing a creative work space that will also inspire you to do
the work you are meant to do. Peacock’s design tips cover how to: Use your work
space to inspire your best work. Choose the right color to enhance your mood.
Create a cozy virtual office no matter where you live. Work with a tiny space in a
closet or other nook. Mix vintage, modern, and thrift store finds so you can create
the style you crave, no matter your budget. Gain more clarity so you can focus on
what’s most important to your business or creative life. Your Creative Work Space
features full-color photographs of unique, creative work spaces from the traditional
home office to the artist’s studio or writing salon.

Your Creative Work Space
Provides information on manuscript preparation, punctuation, spelling, quotations,
captions, tables, abbreviations, references, bibliographies, notes, and indexes, with
sections on journals and electronic media.

Rules for Radicals
Explores the activities of members of Congress in their constituencies and in
Washington

The Curated Closet
Presents suggestions for dealing with people differences on the job in order to
improve work relationships

Style and the Successful Girl
First impressions (and second ones!) count, whether you are an intern or a CEO.
Lauren A. Rothman addresses an age-old dilemma: how to be appropriate and
stylish in the workplace. Based on a decade of experience in the fashion industry,
she addresses the basics of fashion and executive presence by offering advice,
anecdotes, and style alerts that help readers avoid major fashion faux pas at the
office. Style Bible: What to Wear to Work is the must-have resource for the modern
professional, male or female, climbing the ladder of success. Lauren identifies the
ultimate wardrobe essentials, and reveals shopping strategies and destinations for
the everyday person. Style Bible, complete with helpful illustrations, is the go-to
manual on how to dress for every professional occasion and a valuable resource for
understanding dress codes by industry, city, and gender so that your visual cues
will make a strong impact. Make a commitment to being better dressed at work
with Style Bible.
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Coders at Work
This book demonstrates the consequences of legislators' strategic communication
for representation in American politics. Representational Style in Congress shows
how legislators present their work to cultivate constituent support. Using a massive
new data set of texts from legislators and new statistical techniques to analyze the
texts, this book provides comprehensive measures of what legislators say to
constituents and explains why legislators adopt these styles. Using the new
measures, Justin Grimmer shows how legislators affect how constituents evaluate
their representatives and the consequences of strategic statements for political
discourse. The introduction of new statistical techniques for political texts allows a
more comprehensive and systematic analysis of what legislators say and why it
matters than was previously possible. Using these new techniques, the book
makes the compelling case that to understand political representation, we must
understand what legislators say to constituents.

International Business-Management of Marketing An Ambitious
work for the Academic style know-how for the Courseware of
International Marketing. By:- Naveen Baweja
International Business-Management of Marketing An Ambitious work for the
Academic style know-how for the Courseware of International Marketing. By:Naveen Baweja

The Psychology of Behaviour at Work
Provides guidelines and examples for handling research, outlining, spelling,
punctuation, formatting, and documentation.

Work and Object
New Generations at Work: Attracting, Recruiting, Retaining
and Training Generation Y
Legendary architects and designers Charles and Henry Greene created a uniquely
American style in the Arts & Crafts tradition, and this book combines a detailed
understanding of their design aesthetic with specific shop instructions for recreating their works. Filled with step-by-step instructions, extensive illustrations,
and full-color photographs, the book features several full projects for making
replica Greene & Greene furniture complete with authentic details such as ebony
plugs and splines, waterfall legs, and curved drawer pulls. Showing today's
woodworkers precisely how the Greenes achieved their unique designs, In the
Style of Greene & Greene also includes valuable advice on incorporating Arts &
Crafts elements into new designs.

Show Your Work!
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You've found the perfect person to love, honor, and cherish for life. The rest should
be a piece of cake, right? Speaking of cake, what kind will you choose? Will the big
event be indoors or outdoors? Black tie or casual? Will the guests eat fish or
chicken or tofu lasagna? And what about flowers? Don't panic! Wedding experts
Sharon Naylor and Casey Cooper have created an essential guide with a unique
bridal intake quiz that covers all major facets of wedding planning, including colors,
attire, food, venues, and more. What's Your Bridal Style? is your go-to guide to
enjoying a stress-free, blissful wedding day that's perfect--and perfectly you.
Sharon Naylor is the author of 27 wedding planning books. She has appeared on
The Oprah Winfrey Show, Fox 5 Live, and other shows. She lives in Madison, New
Jersey.

Understanding and Changing Your Management Style
Peter Seibel interviews 15 of the most interesting computer programmers alive
today in Coders at Work, offering a companion volume to Apress’s highly
acclaimed best-seller Founders at Work by Jessica Livingston. As the words “at
work” suggest, Peter Seibel focuses on how his interviewees tackle the day-to-day
work of programming, while revealing much more, like how they became great
programmers, how they recognize programming talent in others, and what kinds of
problems they find most interesting. Hundreds of people have suggested names of
programmers to interview on the Coders at Work web site:
www.codersatwork.com. The complete list was 284 names. Having digested
everyone’s feedback, we selected 15 folks who’ve been kind enough to agree to be
interviewed: Frances Allen: Pioneer in optimizing compilers, first woman to win the
Turing Award (2006) and first female IBM fellow Joe Armstrong: Inventor of Erlang
Joshua Bloch: Author of the Java collections framework, now at Google Bernie
Cosell: One of the main software guys behind the original ARPANET IMPs and a
master debugger Douglas Crockford: JSON founder, JavaScript architect at Yahoo!
L. Peter Deutsch: Author of Ghostscript, implementer of Smalltalk-80 at Xerox
PARC and Lisp 1.5 on PDP-1 Brendan Eich: Inventor of JavaScript, CTO of the
Mozilla Corporation Brad Fitzpatrick: Writer of LiveJournal, OpenID, memcached,
and Perlbal Dan Ingalls: Smalltalk implementor and designer Simon Peyton Jones:
Coinventor of Haskell and lead designer of Glasgow Haskell Compiler Donald
Knuth: Author of The Art of Computer Programming and creator of TeX Peter
Norvig: Director of Research at Google and author of the standard text on AI Guy
Steele: Coinventor of Scheme and part of the Common Lisp Gang of Five, currently
working on Fortress Ken Thompson: Inventor of UNIX Jamie Zawinski: Author of
XEmacs and early Netscape/Mozilla hacker

People Styles at Work-- and Beyond
Work Simply
An update of the classic book that reveals the 6 keys to successful management In
this new edition of his best-selling book, Robert Benfari explains that the best
mangers are not born that way but share a mix of characteristics that can be
analyzed, understood, and most importantly changed. He identifies the six
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characteristics of successful managers (Psychological Type; Needs/Motivation; Use
of Power; Conflict Style; Our Basic Values; and Our Reaction to Stress) and uses
these building blocks to show how anyone can use personality-specific strategies
for resolving conflicts, solving problems, managing stress, handling difficult
situations at work, and positively influencing others. Includes a proven pathway for
becoming an effective manager Contains new information on management style
and leadership, human nature and neuroscience, and the dark side of
management Includes a self-assessment for each of the six building blocks to
successful management This research-based book offers the tools leaders need to
improve their management style and succeed in the workplace.

People Styles at Work-- and Beyond
The book reveals the strengths and weaknesses of four different people styles,
providing practical techniques that work both on the job and off. Now including all
new chapters on personal relationships, parenting, and more.

MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers
Understanding Yourself and Others An Introduction to Interaction Styles reveals the
four fundamental interaction style patterns for you to "try on" in your search for
understanding yourself and others. Within these patterns are clues to the "how" of
our behaviors. Find out how you consistently seem to fall into certain roles in your
interactions with others and how you can shift your energies to take on other roles
when necessary.

Handbook of Intellectual Styles
The Cathedral & the Bazaar
Work and Object is a study of fundamental questions in the metaphysics of art,
notably how works relate to the materials that constitute them. Issues about the
creation of works, what is essential and inessential to their identity, their distinct
kinds of properties, including aesthetic properties, their amenability to
interpretation, their style, the conditions under which they can go out of existence,
and their relation to perceptually indistinguishable doubles (e.g. forgeries and
parodies), are raised and debated. A core theme is that works like paintings,
music, literature, sculpture, architecture, films, photographs, multi-media
installations, and many more besides, have fundamental features in common, as
cultural artefacts, in spite of enormous surface differences. It is their nature as
distinct kinds of things, grounded in distinct ontological categories, that is the
subject of this enquiry. Although much of the discussion is abstract, based in
analytical metaphysics, there are numerous specific applications, including a study
of Jean-Paul Sartre's novel La Nausée and recent conceptual art. Some surprising
conclusions are derived, about the identity conditions of works and about the
difference, often, between what a work seems to be and what it really is.

Personality and Intelligence at Work
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Personality and Intelligence at Work examines the increasingly controversial role of
individual differences in predicting and determining behaviour at work. It combines
approaches from organizational psychology and personality theory to critically
examine the physical, psychological and psychoanalytic aspects of individual
differences, and how they impact on the world of work. Topics covered include the
role of IQ at work as the best predictor of success, but also the importance of
increasingly recognized social intelligences such as emotional intelligence (EQ).
The significance of personality traits and the impact of temperaments on work
performance are also examined, and the methods used to assess work behaviour
and potential are reviewed. Psychological tests, which measure personality traits,
are questioned as accurate predictors of behaviour at work, alongside other factors
such as job satisfaction, productivity, absenteeism and turnover. This thoroughly
revised and updated edition of Personality at Work provides a comprehensive
review of the relevant literature from psychology, sociology and management
science. It will be of interest to students of organizational psychology and business
and management studies, as well as HR professionals.

Style and Time
This authoritative introduction to organizational psychology and organizational
behaviour builds on the foundations of the highly successful first edition. Complete
with thoroughly updated explanations of key topics, helpful examples and end-ofchapter summaries, The Psychology of Behaviour at Work provides a critical yet
highly accessible overview. Explanations of key research studies, alongside
examples of human resources applications and an analysis of cross-cultural issues,
lead the reader through theoretical complexities to practical applications. An
essential text for psychology students on work and organizational behaviour
courses, The Psychology of Behaviour at Work will also be a valuable resource for
students in related disciplines and for human resource managers eager to expand
their knowledge of this important field.

Business Chemistry
In this business-oriented approach to interpersonal relationships, management
experts show readers how to assess various behavior patterns and how to use that
knowledge to capitalize on strengths, minimize weaknesses, and get desired
results.

The Chicago Manual of Style
Foreword by Rachael Ray Dress for success: A renowned television beauty and
fashion guru provides women with a head-to-toe makeover for projecting—and
attracting—success at every turn. Transform your style, transform your life: Gretta
Monahan is Rachael Ray’s on-air resident style, beauty, and fashion consultant,
with a host of celebrity clients who rely on her expertise to stay on the A-list.
However, Gretta’s style principals aren’t just for celebrities—anyone can learn how
to dress for success in their work or personal life. Making Gretta’s winning
approach available to all, Style and the Successful Girl is both a style guide and a
full-color fashion book, packed with stories, sidebars, and photos to help every
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reader discover and create her own style visions. From choosing the right
undergarment to accessories and work attire, Gretta demonstrates not only how to
fashion a wardrobe but also how to use your clothes to communicate confidence
and style.

Fun at Work, Hudson Style
John Hayes examines the nature of interpersonal skills - the goal-directed
behaviours that we use in face-to-face interactions in order to achieve desired
outcomes.

People Styles at Work
WRITING WITH STYLE: APA STYLE FOR SOCIAL WORK, Fourth Edition, applies a
proven learning through modeling approach to help students master the elements
of writing research papers and other professional documents in APA style. In
addition to reviewing APA style basics, the text includes numerous writing
exercises to help students apply what they learn and hone their skills by practicing
writing professional literature. Further support is provided through resources such
as sample outlines, title pages, abstracts, and numerous templates included
throughout the text as references. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.

Writing with Style: APA Style for Social Work
A guide to putting cognitive diversity to work Ever wonder what it is that makes
two people click or clash? Or why some groups excel while others fumble? Or how
you, as a leader, can make or break team potential? Business Chemistry holds the
answers. Based on extensive research and analytics, plus years of proven success
in the field, the Business Chemistry framework provides a simple yet powerful way
to identify meaningful differences between people’s working styles. Who seeks
possibilities and who seeks stability? Who values challenge and who values
connection? Business Chemistry will help you grasp where others are coming from,
appreciate the value they bring, and determine what they need in order to excel. It
offers practical ways to be more effective as an individual and as a leader. Imagine
you had a more in-depth understanding of yourself and why you thrive in some
work environments and flounder in others. Suppose you had a clearer view on
what to do about it so that you could always perform at your best. Imagine you had
more insight into what makes people tick and what ticks them off, how some
interactions unlock potential while others shut people down. Suppose you could
gain people’s trust, influence them, motivate them, and get the very most out of
your work relationships. Imagine you knew how to create a work environment
where all types of people excel, even if they have conflicting perspectives,
preferences and needs. Suppose you could activate the potential benefits of
diversity on your teams and in your organizations, improving collaboration to
achieve the group’s collective potential. Business Chemistry offers all of this--you
don’t have to leave it up to chance, and you shouldn’t. Let this book guide you in
creating great chemistry!
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What's Your Bridal Style?
A brand new collection of management and leadership skills for improving business
performance 4 authoritative books deliver world-class skills for leading change and
improving performance throughout your team and organization! You’re facing
greater challenges than ever before – both outside your organization, and inside it.
To win, you need today’s best skills for improving performance and driving change.
Now, this 4-book collection presents hundreds of those skills simply, clearly, and
quickly, to support action. In The Truth About Managing People, Third Edition
bestselling author Stephen Robbins shares 61 proven principles and solutions for
make-or-break, day-to-day management problems. Overcome the true obstacles to
teamwork… avoid both over- and under-communication… improve hiring and
employee evaluations… manage a culturally/generationally diverse or virtual
workforces… combine stronger ethics and greater effectiveness… and much more.
Next, in The Truth About Getting the Best From People, Second Edition, Martha
Finney shares 60+ proven principles for gaining unprecedented employee
engagement. This new edition features 15 new truths for managing virtual teams,
overcoming your unconscious biases, managing multiple generations,
identifying/cultivating individual high performers, and more. Next, persuade others
in any environment with The Truth About Confident Presenting, by James O’Rourke.
O’Rourke reveals 51 proven, concise, easy-to-use presenting techniques that work:
all you need to know to prepare effectively (not obsessively), manage anxiety,
connect with any audience, and succeed. Discover what makes people listen, and
what instantly turns them off… how to muster evidence that’ll convince your
specific audience… how to listen, establish a great first impression, and make
nonverbal cues work for you… use PowerPoint and microphones well… handle
hostile questions confidently; and much more. Finally, turn to William S. Kane’s The
Truth About Thriving in Change for 49 proven ways to do what everyone wants,
and few can deliver: lead successful change. Plan, drive, and sustain positive
change that matters… transform organizations without destroying morale…
objectively assess whether yours is really the best way… develop the change
management skills you need most… know when to persuade, educate, or “use
force”… create the right cultural framework you need to keep moving forward.
These four eBooks aren’t “just someone’s opinion”: they offer definitive, evidencebased principles for improving performance throughout your entire leadership
career! From world-renowned workplace effectiveness experts Stephen P. Robbins,
Martha I. Finney, James O’Rourke, and William S. Kane

Apply with Caution: Introducing UK-Style In-Work Support in
Germany
A forefront productivity expert identifies four major work personality types and
challenges popular time-management practices to outline step-by-step
recommendations for making work more simple through customized approaches.
Includes tables.

Interpersonal Skills at Work
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies
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show that typical managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving
coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of
activities and exercises for groups of any size that let you manage your business
(instead of managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books
series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that
empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective communication,
cultural/personality clashes, and other specific problem areas—before they affect
your organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games
help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve processes Overcome diversity issues
And more Dozens of physical and verbal activities help create a safe environment
for teams to explore several common forms of conflict—and their resolution.
Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at Fortune 500 corporations
and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games delivers everything you need to make your workplace more
efficient, effective, and engaged.

In the Greene & Greene Style
Open source provides the competitive advantage in the Internet Age. According to
the August Forrester Report, 56 percent of IT managers interviewed at Global
2,500 companies are already using some type of open source software in their
infrastructure and another 6 percent will install it in the next two years. This
revolutionary model for collaborative software development is being embraced and
studied by many of the biggest players in the high-tech industry, from Sun
Microsystems to IBM to Intel.The Cathedral & the Bazaar is a must for anyone who
cares about the future of the computer industry or the dynamics of the information
economy. Already, billions of dollars have been made and lost based on the ideas
in this book. Its conclusions will be studied, debated, and implemented for years to
come. According to Bob Young, "This is Eric Raymond's great contribution to the
success of the open source revolution, to the adoption of Linux-based operating
systems, and to the success of open source users and the companies that supply
them."The interest in open source software development has grown enormously in
the past year. This revised and expanded paperback edition includes new material
on open source developments in 1999 and 2000. Raymond's clear and effective
writing style accurately describing the benefits of open source software has been
key to its success. With major vendors creating acceptance for open source within
companies, independent vendors will become the open source story in 2001.

Women's Work, Men's Cultures
A guide to men's fashion offers advice for such topics as selecting formal wear,
outerwear, and accessories, and includes fashion and style tips by celebrities,
including Giorgio Armani and Sean Combs.

The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective
Activities to Improve Communication, Trust and Collaboration
MAKE EVERY WORKPLACE INTERACTION POSITIVE AND PRODUCTIVE Named a
“Best Career Book 2012” by FINS Finance “Personality Style at Work provides you
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with the insight and tools to understand your style and to adapt it to others’
preferences. Implement the concepts in this book to ensure that you will be a
better communicator, team member, and leader.” —ELAINE BIECH, author of The
Business of Consulting and editor of The ASTD Leadership Handbook “Kate has
done a tremendous job using the Personality Style Model to help us each be the
best we can be every day.” —LOU RUSSELL, CEO/Learning Facilitator, Russell
Martin & Associates, and author of IT Leadership Alchemy, The Accelerated
Learning Fieldbook, Project Management for Trainers, and 10 Steps to Successful
Project Management “Personality Style at Work is a fresh and timely approach to
the interplay of personality styles in the workplace. You may not need this book if
you are a hermit, but it is a must-read for anyone working on a daily basis with
other people!” —SHARON BOWMAN, international trainer and author of Training
from the Back of the Room “Kate Ward presents a simple, useful model for looking
at how personality style affects performance. A great fi nd for anyone interested in
improving their everyday interactions.” —GEOFF BELLMAN, consultant and author
of Extraordinary Groups: How Ordinary Teams Achieve Amazing Results About the
Book: The most important business skill isn’t a skill at all. It’s your personality. And
only when you develop a keen understanding of your personality style—and the
styles of the people you deal with—will you reach your full potential as a business
professional. Personality Style at Work reveals the proven personality style model
used by HRDQ, a trusted developer of training materials—giving you one of today’s
most valuable tools for leading others, contributing to teams, effectively
communicating with coworkers, and making better decisions. This groundbreaking
guide helps you achieve positive results in virtually any workplace situation.
Whether you’re a high-level manager, a salesperson, a customer service
professional, or an entry-level employee, you’ll learn why others behave as they do
in specifi c situations and how to use that knowledge to turn every interpersonal
encounter into a win-win scenario. The HRDQ model has been administered to
more than one million people—and it has generated remarkable results. It is based
on four principal personality styles: Direct: High assertiveness, low expressiveness
Spirited: High assertiveness, high expressiveness Considerate: Low assertiveness,
high expressiveness Systematic: Low assertiveness, low expressiveness Which one
describes you? Knowing the answer is the first step to achieving consistently
positive and productive personal interactions—which is why Personality Style at
Work includes an assessment that you can take to identify your style. Armed with
this valuable self-assessment, you can adapt your behavior to create more
practical, harmonious working relationships. Personality Style at Work opens the
door to a whole new way of interacting with others in a way that benefits you, your
coworkers, your customers, and your entire organization.
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